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—SOME QUESTIONS A GOOD JOURNALIST MIGHT ASK POLITICIANS & PUBLIC

HEALTH AUTHORITIES: A THREAD—

1/ Why has the government NEVER undertaken a comprehensive impact

assessment before approving & re-approving highly intrusive & costly lockdowns?

2/ Why has the govt not been fast-tracking safe, inexpensive, & effective drugs like #Ivermectin for early intervention, when

Ivermectin has shown excellent results in clinical trials & would likely substantially reduce the rate of Covid hospitalisation &

death?

3/ Why are you toying with the idea of a vaccine passport when we know that the vast majority of travelers run minimal risk

from Covid-19, most serious cases occur among elderly & ill patients, & therefore it is sufficient if at risk patients take the

vaccine?

4/ Are you familiar with the Nuremberg Code (1947) on permissible medical experiments & its protection of the right of

patients to give informed consent to medical experiments? How is penalizing those who refuse a novel vaccine compatible

with this code?

https://t.co/dcSlgZFhtr

5/ So far, regions with harsh lockdowns & universal mask mandates are NOT avoiding spikes in infections, hospitalisation, &

deaths, & performing comparably to non-lockdown, non-mask regimes. Why have you made no change in your policies in

light of their demonstrable futility?

6/ Why are you considering closing schools & subjecting children to socially distancing, mask mandates, or Covid

vaccination, when the evidence shows overwhelmingly that kids are NOT at risk & tend not to transmit to adults? Do you

wish to impose needless risks on our children?

7/ Why do you keep basing your Covid policies on “case numbers” when it is acknowledged by leading PCR experts that

case numbers include many people who are no longer sick or are not contagious at all? Why do you not base your

strategies on clinically diagnosed hospitalisations?
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8/ How can you possibly tell people under lockdown that we are “all in this together” when you know very well that govt

employees have a guaranteed income, while those in hospitality, temporary contracts, & small & medium businesses are

seeing their livelihoods go up in smoke?
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